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 Google Chrome Extensions Now Available on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux. NET has a download certificate; it is easier to find
and use. I was wondering if there is any knowledge base or online instructions.Q: How to store data from the other activity in the

activity we are in? I have a situation where I am already in one activity and I need to store some data there. I then need to
display that data in another activity. How can I store the data in the other activity? A: For that you need to use this: Look for

those lines: savePreference(String key, String value); loadPreference(String key, String def); As you can see these lines are used
to save/load some data from SharedPreferences. If you have some more code, please let me know. This is how you can save
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data: SharedPreferences sharedPreferences = getSharedPreferences("MyPrefs", MODE_PRIVATE); SharedPreferences.Editor
editor = sharedPreferences.edit(); editor.putString("my_key", "some_value"); editor.commit(); And this is how you load data:
String value = sharedPreferences.getString("my_key", "default_value"); Hope this helps you. Q: Google authentication with

Python I want to authenticate with google with python. I googled and read a lot about it. I downloaded the google authentication
library, but didn't manage to find an example that works. I will only need to authenticate the users. So how should I do that?

This is what I have so far: import urllib2 from hmac import new as hmac import base64 import hashlib auth = "my_key" secret
= "my_secret" login_url = "" fields = urllib.urlencode({ 'scope': ' 82157476af
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